Look in the yellow pages of the local phone book and you’ll see anywhere from 40 to 75 carpet cleaning companies
serving your city. Search on Google, Yahoo or Bing and you’ll get similar results. All of these companies claim they
are the best and that they will clean your carpet better than anyone else. Watch any TV ad, listen to any radio ad,
read any internet ad and you will be bombarded with misleading advertising, confusing claims, and frankly, bad
information. You will experience claims of super-low prices and high-pressure sales for add-on services. You may
be subjected to unqualified technicians using extremely poor cleaning methods. How in the world do you make an
informed decision of who to hire to clean your carpet?
The purpose of this special report is to help you understand the basics of carpet cleaning. The more you know
about carpet cleaning, the better decision you can make in choosing the right company for your cleaning needs.
There are 4 key elements to all carpet cleaning transactions:
• The company
• The method
• The cleaning solutions
• The technician
I will break down each of these key elements later in this report.
Most people don’t realize that floor covering is the third most expensive item purchased by home-owners. Please
don’t risk your carpet investment by using uneducated, uniformed, or downright unscrupulous carpet cleaners. If,
after reading this report, you have any questions or comments, please call us at (800) 833-2532. Or visit our
website at www.fxpfc.com.

After reading this report you will learn:
 How to identify potential rip-offs.
 5 costly misconceptions about carpet cleaning
 Which method cleans best?
 5 mistakes to avoid when choosing a carpet cleaner
 The importance of value and price
 Insist on a 100% satisfaction guarantee
 6 steps to prolong the life of your carpet
 Carpet warranties: What you need to know
 10 good reasons to choose FloorX ProFloorCare for your carpet cleaning needs!!

During economic times like this, we are all looking for bargains. Most of us are attracted by low price because we
like to work within a budget. Some carpet cleaners use price as the bait for their false and misleading advertising.
They offer a dirt-cheap price, usually between $3.95 and $9.95 per room. However, once they have made their
way in to your home, they pressure you into buying “add-ons” for products that should be included in the first
place. You should NEVER have to pay extra for standard cleaning solutions, other than optional services like pet
urine treatment or stain treatment.
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Unfortunately, unethical carpet cleaners often use cleaning methods as a bait and switch technique. Here’s how
it’s done: First they “bait” you with a basic cleaning, like the ineffective bonnet process, at an unbelievably low
price. Then, when they come to your home, they try to “switch” you to the more expensive cleaning process like
hot water extraction. If you don’t fall for their switch and choose their basic service, you’ll likely receive poor
workmanship using little or no cleaning products, and they will not guarantee their work or your satisfaction.

You’ll read this in almost every ad and hear this from virtually every carpet cleaner. My belief is that those who
make the carpet are the most qualified to determine the best method. Cleaning companies can boast all they
want. Carpet manufacturers, who possess the unique ability to void your carpet warranties, can set the record
straight – Hot water extraction is the recommended cleaning method by the top 3 manufacturers that produce
90% of all residential carpet.

Interestingly, hot water extraction equipment costs more than most alternative cleaning methods. Years ago,
many people believed this was true because “technicians” who didn’t know how to properly clean carpet using hot
water damaged their carpets. By washing and then rinsing your carpet with hot water, your carpet is thoroughly
cleaned—in the same way that a person who showers and then rinses out the dirt and soap will be much cleaner
than the person who takes only a sponge bath. Obviously, each carpet cleaner will be biased toward their own
cleaning method. However, we suggest that you look at what the manufacturers have to say. Shaw Industries,
Mohawk Industries and the Beaulieu Group all recommend hot water extraction (HWE) for cleaning residential.
The following statement is from

website:

“Shaw’s choice: Hot water extraction
Research indicates that the hot water extraction system provides the best capability for cleaning. This system is
commonly referred to as "steam cleaning," although no steam is actually generated. The process consists of
applying a cleaning agent into the carpet pile and using water in the extractor to recover the used solution and
soil. This can be done from a truck-mounted unit outside the home with only the hose and wand brought inside or
by a portable system brought into the home.
Shaw warranties require that the homeowner be able to show proof of periodic cleaning by hot water extraction
(commonly called "steam" cleaning) by a professional cleaning service or do-it-yourself system, using equipment
that is certified under the Carpet and Rug Institute's Seal of Approval program. We strongly recommend cleaning
systems that have achieved the Gold Level Performance in the CRI Seal of Approval Program.”
The following is from
“Cleaning Recommendations
Even with regular vacuuming, soil particles and oily dirt will cling to carpet fibers. Foot traffic drives these particles
and dirt deep into the carpet. Mohawk recommends professional hot water extraction every 12 to 18 months using
cleaning products, equipment or systems that carry the Carpet and Rug Institute Seal of Approval. (Visit
www.carpet-rug.org for a complete list of certified products.)
Periodic cleaning by a certified carpet care professional using the hot water extraction method will refresh carpet
appearance.”
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The following is from the
“Hot-water extraction cleaning by a certified professional carpet cleaner following the IICRC S100 Standard
Reference Guide for Professional Cleaning, and using Carpet and Rug Institute( CRI) Seal of Approval(SOA) products
and equipment every twelve (12) to twenty four (24) months will prolong the life of your carpet and help maintain a
healthy environment. It is also a mandatory requirement to maintain your warranty protection. More frequent
cleaning may be needed in some cases. If your carpet was manufactured with a stain resistance treatment,
Beaulieu recommends the re-application of 3M’sScotchgard™ Protector where applicable after each professional
hot water extraction. For information and assistance in locating a certified Seal of Approval Service
Provider, contact the Carpet and Rug Institute (CRI) at www.carpet-rug.org.”
These 3 manufacturers account for about 90% of all residential carpet sold today in the United States.

NOT READING YOUR CARPET WARRANTY MAY COST YOU THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS!!

This is a belief born from the results of a poor carpet cleaning job. It is usually the result of a cleaning job where
the “technician” used a cleaning alkaline solution with too high of a pH, or they did a poor job of removing the
cleaning solution during the rinse process. Either will allow the carpet to re-soil at a much faster rate. Again, let’s
look at what the manufactures require. Visit their websites and you will learn that you are required to have regular
professional cleanings at intervals of 12-24 months. In most cases, potential future warranty claims will be denied
if you are unable to produce receipts.

As you are aware, outdoor air contains pollens, fungus, bacteria, air pollution, cigarette smoke, dust--and hundreds
of other chemicals. When you come into your home, you carry all those contaminants on your skin, clothing, and
shoes. If you have allergies or other breathing problem is a good idea to get your carpets cleaned more often to
remove pollen and dust. Look for companies that offer cleaning products free of chemicals and fragrances for
hypo-allergic clients. These chemicals should be included in the price.

There are multiple methods of carpet cleaning utilized by cleaning companies. Some use dry absorbent
compounds, some use carbonated water while others use a cotton pad on a rotating machine that “scrubs” the
carpet surface. Others may use a dry foam or dry chemical. The most effective cleaning method for most
residential carpet is hot water extraction. Hot water extraction (HWE) also known as Steam Cleaning, means a hot
water cleaning solution is sprayed into your carpet and allowed to dwell. This breaks up the soil molecules and
suspends them from the fibers. Then the carpet is rinsed with hot water to remove the soil and cleaning solution.
This process breaks up the dirt, bacteria, dust mites feces, pollens and pollutants allowing them to be extracted
from your carpet using powerful suction. The hotter the water, the better the ability to clean the carpet. Our
equipment delivers 212° water at the wand tip. That’s hot!
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Many companies own hot water extraction machines but very few companies spend the money to teach their
employees how to use them properly. This is why it’s important that you choose your carpet cleaner carefully. The
best cleaning companies are those that:
• Are currently certified by The CleanTrust (formerly IICRC)
• Have their technicians professionally trained by The CleanTrust instructors
• Have been designated as a Seal Of Approval Service Provider by the CRI
• Use equipment certified by the CRI
• Use cleaning solutions certified by the CRI
Before you choose a carpet cleaner, ask to see written proof of the company’s The CleanTrust certification (or visit
iicrc.org) and ask the technician to show you his certification card.

Like any industry, the carpet cleaning industry is filled with companies with completely different ideas of what
carpet cleaning is all about. There are franchises that spend a lot of money advertising for your business. There are
some companies that don’t spend a dime on marketing because they only work by referrals. There are companies
that are simply marketing companies trying to make a buck and there are companies truly devoted to the industry.
Some will have invested 6 figures in their business while other will go rent equipment each time they sell a job.
Please read on to learn how to make the right decision.

No question, your carpet cleaner needs first-rate equipment. But they also need something else. They need
technicians who are skilled at operating the equipment. Many companies own hot-water extractors, but very few
companies teach their employees how to use them properly. The best way to know that the carpet cleaner’s
employees have been properly trained is to make sure the cleaner has been certified by the CleanTrust (formerly
IICRC) and the Carpet & Rug Institute (CRI) as a Seal of Approval Service Provider. Before you choose a carpet
cleaner, ask to see written proof of their CleanTrust and CRI certification. You can also go to
http://www.certifiedcleaners.org/locator.shtml and http://www.carpet-rug.org.

Low price could be a problem in four ways:
1. Low price can be the bait that attracts your phone call. But once the cleaner gets into your home, they
pressure you into a much more expensive job.
2. Low price can be for a cleaning method that is not approved by any carpet manufacturer. (Rarely does the
consumer know what this means)
3. Low price can mean the carpet cleaner has cheap equipment, cheap chemicals and minimum wage
“technicians” which will not effectively clean your carpet.
4. Low price can sometimes indicate that they may not be insured or bonded.

Be sure and call several companies and don’t be afraid to use the Carpet Cleaner Interview form listed later in this
report. The good companies will know you have done your homework and are prepared to make a decision. It’s
not uncommon to get a voice-mailbox as many carpet cleaners are single person companies where the owner is
out personally doing the work. If they don’t call you back in a timely fashion, move on to the next cleaner.
Companies that price by the room will be able to give you a firm price during the phone call. Companies that price
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by the square will likely want to set an appointment to come out and measure. If this is the case, try and set
appointments in 30 minute intervals so as not to have the need for multiple appointments on multiple days.
Usually, the carpet cleaning company will recommend the re-application of Scotchgard. Some carpet
manufacturers recommend this each time you have your carpet cleaned. It is never required. Therefore the
decision is yours. If you have pets that may have had some accidents, it would be a good idea to mention this to
the cleaning company to see what they may recommend. Now you will know exactly what the carpet cleaner
recommends - and the price – before they arrive. You won’t be the victim of high-pressure sales tactics when the
“technician/sales person” steps into your living room. Most established companies have a website where you can
find pertinent information about the company, its methods and pricing. Also, look for coupons.

Every carpet cleaning company should be fully accountable for their work. If you aren’t pleased with the job they
should came back and attempt to make it right. If not, you shouldn’t have to pay for it. It’s important to
understand that guarantees do not cover permanent stains or damage to carpet. Bleach stains will not come out
with any kind of cleaning method and are considered permanent. The carpet can be repaired, but this is outside
the scope of work carpet cleaners perform. You may need a carpet installation company to come in and “plug”
these types of stain.
Not all carpet cleaners offer a guarantee. Or, if they do, the guarantee may be “limited.” Ask the carpet cleaner if
they offer a complete written 100% money-back guarantee. If they do, be sure and ask for a copy.

To be sure you are hiring a competent professional, make sure they are CleanTrust certified (formerly the IICRC)
and a CRI Seal of Approval Service Provider. The carpet cleaner must earn these certification through study,
experience, and the successful completion of formal, written examinations – as well as use approved equipment
and cleaning solutions. In effect, cleaners who are certified by the CleanTrust have earned an advanced degree in
carpet cleaning. A cleaning company’s membership in these professional organizations clearly demonstrates a
higher level of commitment to ongoing training and customer service.

Price is what you pay. Value is what you get. When you select a carpet cleaner, you’ll choose from a wide variety
of cleaning methods and prices. There are 2 basic pricing strategies used in the carpet cleaning industry – Room
Pricing and Square Foot Pricing. Room Pricing is pretty simple. Count the rooms you want cleaned and multiply by
the room rate. It is not uncommon to find a limit to the size of the room, usually 250 square feet. That’s a room
about 12’ x 21’ (about the size of a single car garage) Companies charging by the square foot will usually want to
come out and measure before quoting a price. They also feel that once inside your home, it will be easier for them
to sell you additional services and get the order while they are there.

There are 2 basic additional services over and above the regular cleaning rate. One is the application of a stain
protector and the other is for treatment of pet urine odor & stains. Stain protectors like Scotchgard do an excellent
job of protecting your carpet against future staining. It is applied wet (spray) and when it dries provides a
protective barrier on the carpet fibers. It also helps keep the soiling from attaching to the fibers. Therefore, each
vacuuming will do a better job of cleaning soil and particulates out of your carpet. Be careful – many companies
will say they are “Scotchgarding” your carpet but will use a cheap generic version instead. Look for the Scotchgard
label. If the label is not visible, chances are they are using something else.
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Pet urine treatment requires a couple of additional steps. First, the cleaner needs to apply urine pre-conditioner to
the surface of the carpet. After rinsing, they may need to go back and apply a treatment to each remaining spot. In
severe pet urine damage cases, carpet may need to be pulled up, pad replaced, subfloor treated, and carpet reinstalled. These steps, though rare, are necessary when a pet is allowed to urinate anywhere they want.

The “Big 3” carpet manufacturers say that this is the method to be used on carpets manufactured by them. Let’s
think about that for a minute… Certainly you pay attention to the label on your clothes for washing and cleaning
instructions. You wouldn’t wash your “delicates” with jeans and towels. You wouldn’t put your “Dry-Clean Only”
items in the washing machine. It’s just as important to follow the manufacturer’s recommendations when cleaning
your carpet.
and
all say that professional Hot Water Extraction is the
recommended cleaning method. Here’s why hot water extraction (HWE) is recommended:
1.

2.
3.

It uses hot water. Here’s a fact, verified in research, for every 18° increase in water temperature above
118° F, you double the cleaning ability of the water. So, if the water temperature is 136° F, it will clean
twice as well as water that is 118° F and at 154°F it will clean four times as well as 118°F water, and so on.
Most cleaners doing HWE are using water temps in the 180° - 212° F ranges. Ever wonder why your
dishwasher uses hot water?
It sprays the high temp cleaning solution into your carpet at a high pressure rate, which breaks up the dirt,
bacteria, chemicals, dust mites, dust mites feces and pollens.
The equipment uses a hot water rinse along with strong suction to draw the dirt, chemicals, bacteria,
pollens, and other residue out of your carpet.

Walk-Off Mats
This is the easiest way to keep unwanted dirt and soiling out of your carpet. Place a mat on the inside and outside
of each exterior door. The exterior mat needs to be rough so as to remove the tough dirt clinging to shoes and
boots. The interior mat will help finish off the cleaning the soles of the shoes. As an extra precaution, remove your
shoes.
Vacuum Regularly
Regular vacuuming is the single best way to keep your carpet in good shape. The Carpet & Rug Institute
recommends vacuuming areas often that receive the most traffic, such as hallways, stairs and entrance areas into
your home. Ideally, vacuum all the floor coverings a minimum of once per week, and the high-traffic areas more
often, based on usage. Don’t wait until the carpet looks dirty before taking the steps to maintain it. If you have
pets, you may want to vacuum much more frequently – perhaps daily.
Spots & Spills
Clean spots and spills immediately after they occur. In many cases, your immediate attention will help to keep the
spot or spill from becoming a permanent stain. Be sure to use a pH neutral spot cleaner. If that doesn’t work, call a
professional.
Professional Cleaning
As stated earlier, most carpet manufacturers have set their warranty policies to include hot water extraction
cleaning at 12 – 24 month intervals. Professional hot water extraction should be considered before your carpet
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becomes excessively soiled. Waiting too long will make the cleaning more difficult, thus minimizing the results.
Waiting to have your carpets cleaned can also contribute to their shortened life.
Re-arrange Your Furniture
Often times, traffic wear patterns can develop in pathways through a room. Re-arranging your furniture can help
minimize the effects of wear patterns.
Snip Loose Yarns
Fromm time to time you may notice that a tuft has sprout from the surface of your carpet. This can be especially
problematic if you have a loop pile carpet such as a berber. A long “zipper” run can be caused on loop pile carpets
if a tuft is caught by the beater bar on your vacuum cleaner. Simply cut the loose tuft even with the existing pile of
the carpet.

The secret to getting your carpet really clean lies in the hands of our skilled, certified cleaning technicians
combined with state of the art chemistry and technology. Add to that our safe, environmentally friendly, non-toxic
chemicals and we guarantee you will love the look and feel of your freshly cleaned carpets.

1.

We send a friendly, uniformed, certified and professionally trained Floor Technician to your home or
business.

2.

We provide our Floor Technicians with the best state of the art equipment on the market.

3.

We conduct a thorough pre-inspection of the carpeted areas in your home.

4.

We pre-vacuum all areas of your home to be cleaned.

5.

We move sofas, love seats, chairs, tables, end tables, night stands and other light furniture.

6.

We pre-spot treat all individual difficult soiled areas of your carpet with environmentally safe solutions.

7.

We utilize the Hot Water Extraction cleaning method commonly referred to as Steam Cleaning.

8.

We provide you with a FREE bottle of our specially formulated SpotOut Stain & Spot Remover.

9.

We provide you with a written 100% Satisfaction Guarantee

10. We conduct a thorough post-inspection of the carpeted areas.
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FloorX

Other

Other

Do They Pre-Vacuum all carpet before cleaning process?







Does Their Price Include All Cleaning Solutions?







Do They Provide a complementary bottle of spot remover?







Do They Maintain General Liability Insurance?







Do They Provide Workmen’s Comp Insurance on all employees? 





Do They Provide Written 100% Satisfaction Guarantee?







Are They Illinois Employee Classification Act Compliant?







Are They A CleanTrust (IICRC) Certified Firm?







Are Their Technicians CleanTrust (IICRC) Certified & Trained?







Are They A Carpet & Rug Institute “Seal of Approval Provider”? 





Is Their Cleaning Method Approved by ALL Manufacturers?







Are Their Technicians Background Checked?







Are Their Technicians Drug Screened?







What Is Their Price For What I Want Done?

$_________

$_________

$_________

This interview form will give you the information you need to determine which company is best for you.
It gives you an “Apples to Apples’ comparison to weed out companies who do not subscribe to high
industry standards.
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FloorX ProFloorCare, Inc. uses the finest products, best equipment and professionally trained and certified staff to
clean and treat your floors and fine furnishings in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations. If you are
not completely satisfied with our work, simply call us within 10 days of our initial treatment and we will return and
re-treat any areas at no additional charge. In the event this fails to resolve the problem, we will cheerfully refund
your money on whatever portion of the job you are dissatisfied with - up to 100% of the invoice amount.

This warranty specifically excludes pet stains, stains caused by dyes, ink, paint, bleach spots and color loss. Preexisting conditions such as worn traffic lanes due to texture loss, wear, shading, pooling or pile reversal. These are
not conditions that are correctable by cleaning and are therefore expressly excluded from this warranty.

FloorX ProFloorCare
1201 Bell Street, Suite M
Bloomington, Illinois 61701
(800) 833-CLEAN
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